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OverviewOverview

Dr. Anita Pramod is a specialist in anaesthesiology who has been working at Manipal Hospitals, Old Airport Road, Bangalore,Dr. Anita Pramod is a specialist in anaesthesiology who has been working at Manipal Hospitals, Old Airport Road, Bangalore,
for more than 15 years. With the exception of cardiac, regional, and neuro anaesthesia, the doctor is knowledgeable in allfor more than 15 years. With the exception of cardiac, regional, and neuro anaesthesia, the doctor is knowledgeable in all
areas of anaesthesia, be it regional or central. She is widely recognised for her commitment to patients and her vastareas of anaesthesia, be it regional or central. She is widely recognised for her commitment to patients and her vast
experience in Anaesthesiology, making her a reliable and trusted name. With excellent communication skills in manyexperience in Anaesthesiology, making her a reliable and trusted name. With excellent communication skills in many
languages, such as English, Hindi, Malayalam, Marathi, and Kannada, the doctor ensures that all patients are heard carefullylanguages, such as English, Hindi, Malayalam, Marathi, and Kannada, the doctor ensures that all patients are heard carefully
and seals the confirmation of them receiving the best possible consultation or treatment for their concerns. The doctor isand seals the confirmation of them receiving the best possible consultation or treatment for their concerns. The doctor is
also a member of some of the most prominent bodies for doctors in her area of expertise, such as the Indian Medicalalso a member of some of the most prominent bodies for doctors in her area of expertise, such as the Indian Medical
Association (IMA), the Indian Society of Neuroanaesthesiology and Critical Care (ISNACC), and ISA. She has been a memberAssociation (IMA), the Indian Society of Neuroanaesthesiology and Critical Care (ISNACC), and ISA. She has been a member
of these esteemed organisations for a vast span of time and has made herself one of the best anaesthesiologists in theof these esteemed organisations for a vast span of time and has made herself one of the best anaesthesiologists in the
entire Bengaluru. She has also been a part of several major publications. As of today, the doctor has more than 4entire Bengaluru. She has also been a part of several major publications. As of today, the doctor has more than 4
publications to her name, which shows the depth of knowledge and research that she possesses. Apart from this, herpublications to her name, which shows the depth of knowledge and research that she possesses. Apart from this, her
decorated career is also marked by her participation in SAARC 2012, ISA Bangalore branch, and ISACON 2019.decorated career is also marked by her participation in SAARC 2012, ISA Bangalore branch, and ISACON 2019.
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Field of ExpertiseField of Expertise

All anaesthesia specialities except cardiac.All anaesthesia specialities except cardiac.
Regionals and Neuro anaesthesiaRegionals and Neuro anaesthesia

Languages SpokenLanguages Spoken
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EnglishEnglish
HindiHindi
MalayalamMalayalam
MarathiMarathi
KannadaKannada
TamilTamil

Talks & PublicationsTalks & Publications

Publications:Publications:
KARNATAKAANAESTHJ.ORG. KARNATAKAANAESTHJ.ORG. Click HereClick Here
Glycine-induced acute transient postoperative visual loss. Glycine-induced acute transient postoperative visual loss. Click HereClick Here
Anaesthetising an infant with acrocallosal syndrome- An unusual case. Anaesthetising an infant with acrocallosal syndrome- An unusual case. Click HereClick Here
Talks:Talks:
SAARC 2012, ISA Bangalore branch, ISACON 2019SAARC 2012, ISA Bangalore branch, ISACON 2019
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https://doi.org/10.4103/2394-6954.149715
https://doi.org/10.4103/2394-6954.149715
https://journals.lww.com/ijaweb/fulltext/2015/59050/glycine_induced_acute_transient_postoperative.10.aspx
https://journals.lww.com/ijaweb/fulltext/2015/59050/glycine_induced_acute_transient_postoperative.10.aspx
https://journals.lww.com/ijaweb/fulltext/2018/62050/anaesthetising_an_infant_with_acrocallosal.12.aspx
https://journals.lww.com/ijaweb/fulltext/2018/62050/anaesthetising_an_infant_with_acrocallosal.12.aspx
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